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EDITORIAL & etc
First of all, I'd like to thank Allan Bedford, Ed Baclay & Don Redmond in all of their work over the past

years in making constant improvements to the Canadian Meccanoman's Newsletter to the extent that it has
evolved to become Canadian MeccaNotes.  Special thanks are also due to the many Meccano enthusiasts who
encouraged me to get back into the editor's chair,  at least for the next year or so --- Colin Hoare, John
Wapshot, & the rest of the CMAMAS executive and members who attended the HOBBY SHOW (1997).  Also
thanks to my son Mike who helped me through the required computer skills needed to produce MeccaNotes
which incidently has been totally electronically prepared to the point that only computer discs go out to the
printer.  Of course I am as eager as anyone else to see the end result, as this is quite a leap forward from the
old typewriter & photocopy technology used way back in August 1981 when our publications first started.
I am particularly anxious about how the scanned photos turn out.  If all proceeds as I hope, there will be fewer
hurdles in mastering the computer techniques for the next issue, which I an expecting to be able to mail out
early in June.

Most inportant is the willingness of each individual contributor to the success of a publication like
this.  What that really means is that I'm quite willing to "get your articles into MeccaNotes" but you have to
get them to me one way or the other.  "Snail-mail" and photographs continue to be quite appropriate.  E-mall
is now an exciting alternative as I hope you will see when you read through "SPANNERS".  I only wish there
was more space in the "SPANNERS" section but I had to read through over 1000 messages sent over the past
year to include only a few.  Some of our members have sent newspaper or magazine clippings highlighting
their Meccano activities.  Neil Fraser received quite a write-up in the Ottawa Citizen Dec 13 under the title
"High Tech's New Breed"and Atilla Szakonyi was also mentioned in the Ottawa Citizen on March 9 in an

article titled ``Kids of all ages defight in train and toy show".
All work on MeccaNotes ceases when CONSTRUCTOR QUARTERLY arrives as it did last week.  This

is the best Meccano publication available and if you are not getting it you are missing out on a quarterly
masterpiece.  Subs are PoundsuK42 to Canada & USA from Robin Johnson, 17 Ryegate Road, Crosspool,
Sheffield, England, S10 5FA.

Materials you have submitted for publication may still be in a large "unsorted" pile, so please do not
hesitate to contact me if something has been overlooked and I will try to find it for next issue.  If you have a
question or other matter that requires a personal reply, please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope,
otherwise queries will be dealt with through MeccaNotes.

Happy Meccanoing, Nomi Lacroix
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MINI-DOZER
By Jim Picton

The MINI-DOZER is a one or two evening project, the idea for which came from the Highway
Snowplow that appeared in the March 1997 issue of MeccaNotes.  The challenge is for others to
design other models to build up a collection of construction and service equipment to the same scale
such as a road grader, snow blower etc. This MINI-DOZER was modeled in zinc/
yellowfolue to match the Highway Snowlpow.

FRAMEWORK:
Construction begins with the carriage and wheel assembly.  The framework is made up from 6

3Xl hole Double Angle Brackets.  The outside plates are 2 Semi-Circular plates and an 11X3 hole
Flexible Plate.   The top has an  11X3 hole Flexible Plate and 2 5X3 hole Plastic Flexible Plates
wrapping over the Semicircular Plates.  The inside of the frame has an 11X3 hole Flexible Plate
and only one Semi-Circular Plate on the rear portion.

The left and richt sub-frames are connected by a 7X5 hole Plastic Flexible Plate and are stiffened
with an 11 hole Strip.  11 hole Strips are also used to stiffen the inside of the frames and to provide
solid bearings for the axles.   11 hole Angle Girders could be used to mount the frame to the body,
but I used 11 hole Strips and Angle Brackets to make built-up girders.

The bottoms of the two frames are secured with 3 5Xl hole Double Angle Brackets and a 5X3
hole. Double Angle Bracket that supports the crankshaft for the plow.

The front wheels are mounted on 2" Axle Rods while the rear wheels use 2%" Axles as they also
support the blade.

ENGINE HOOD :
Two 5X3 hole Flanged Plates make up the ends of the hood with a 5X5 hole Curved Plate on the

top and two 5X3 hole Flexible Plates on the sides.  The top is secured with Obtuse Angle Brackets.
On each end are Curved Strips to give the arc needed for the Curved Plate and a 5Xl hole Double
Angle Strip is bolted to these ends and the center of the Curved Plate.  Three Plastic
Spacers mounted on a 1 " bolt make up the exhaust stack.
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MINI-DOZER„.......

FLOOR. SEAT & TWINCH ASSEMBLY:
The floor is a 5X3 hole Side Flanged Plate.  Two dummy levers ae made up with Plastic Spacers

and 1 " Bolts.  To this is bolted a U shaped Flexible Plate and a 5X3 hole Flexible Plate to make up
the bench seat.  The rear of the seat is a 5X5 hole Flat Plate.  A 3 hole Angle Girder is secured to the
back plate and the seat.  Two 6X3 hole Flat Plates make up the sides for the seat and also serve to
support the rear mounted winch.  The winch top plate is a 5X3 hole Flanged Plate.  This is a good
time to add a 5X3 hole Flexible Plate to the vertical Flat Plate (forming the seat back) using two
Obtuse Angle Brackets to cover any open work.
ROLLBAR:

The drive is somewhat protected by the roll-cage which consists of a 7X5 hole Flexible Plate
mounted on two 5XI Double Angle Strips, a pair of 5 and 7 hole Strips and two Curved Strips.
WENCH:

A 3y2" Axle Rod supports the dnm which is made up of 2 3/4" Flanged Wheels and a Sleeve
(p/h 163) On one end of the axle is a 19t Pinion driven by a Worm on a Crank Handle, suppolled to
the sideplate by a 5Xl hole Double Angle Strip.  Between the drum and the sideplate is mounted
another Plastic Spacer.
PLOW:

The plow Glade) consists of two 7X5 hole Triangular Plates held in place by Obtuse Angle
Brackets.  Along the bottom of the blade are strips held in a similar fashion.   I " down on the rear of
the blade is an llXl hole Double Angle Strip and a 61/2" Axle Rod used to hinge the raise-lowera-.

To raise and lower the blade a 4y2" Crank Handie is fitted at the rear of the unit, passing through
one of two 3X2 hole Flat Girders mounted to the 5X3 hole Double Angle Strip.  These two Flat
Girders were used to adjust the height between the Worm and a 25t Pinion which makes up the drive.
The 25t Pinion is mounted on a 4" Axle Rod that protrudes through the engine sides.  Two Plastic
Spacers  and a 2 hole connector are required on each end of this  Axle Rod.   From the 2 hole
connectors a 2%" Axle Rod and an End Bearing make up each arm.  The arms are attached to the
blade by means of Fishplates.
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MINI-DOZER...„....

BOTTOM vmw

TOW BAR:
The tow bar is a franewoik of two 3 %" Strips bolted to the 2 %" Double Angle Brackets and y2"X

IJ6" Angle Brackets which are bolted to the franc.  A pair of Curved Strips with a 2 ]A" Strip between

serve as a swivel.  The swivel bar is connected to another 2 %" Strip bolted to the 3 %" Strips.
Dress up the model with zinc Strips where needed and add a length of string to the winch to

complete the model.
After completing this model I made an excavator shovel and a tractorflow-bed trailer to carry it.

A two wheeled mobile air compressor trailer was also added to `TIIE FIEET".  (Maybe for a future
issue of MeccaNotes?  Ed.)
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M®DEL -C®4     Small Bulldozerwith B]ade
P/N             TOTAL      DESCPllpTION

12
12c
14
15a
16
16a
17
19h
l9s
20b
23c
25
26 / 26p
32 / 32p
37a
37b
38
38a
38b
40
47

73
63d
90a
103h
111c

111d

115

163
166
188

200
2132
2146
2212

Perforated Strip
Perforated Strip
Perforated Strip
Perforated Strip
Perforated Strip
Perforated Strip
Angle Girder
Angle Girder
Fishplate
Angle Bracket
Obtuse Angle
Axle F]od
Axle F]od
Axle F`od
Axle F}od
AIe Ftod
Crank Handle with Grip
Crank Handle w/o Grip
Flanged Wheel
Flubber Collar / Pulley
Pinion - Brass
Pinion - Brass / Plastic
Gear - Worm - Brass / Plastic
Nut
Bolt
Washer
Plastic Spacer - Black - Large
Plastic Spacer - BIack - Mini
Hank of Cord
Double Angle Bracket
Double Angle Bracket
Double Angle Bracket
Double Angle Bracket
Flanged Plate - Flange on Short Sides
Flanged Plate - Flange on Long Sides
Flat Plate - All  Holes
Hook - Small - Metal / plastic
Collar - Brass
Flat Plate - All Holes
Flat Plate - All Holes
Coupling -Short
Curved Strip -Stepped
Flat Girder
Bolt
Long Bolt
Threaded Pin - Short
Sleeve Piece
End Bearing
Flex. Plate - Metal
Flex. Plate - Metal
Flex. Plate - Metal
Flex. Plate - Plastic
Flex. Plate - Plastic
Curved "U" Section
Curved Plate
Ftod Connectof - Metal / Plastic
Semi-Circular Plate
Flex. Plate - Triangular

224            2                  Flex. Plate -Triangular
331 n          4                  Plubber push-On wheel

Total          676

SIZE

7-1/2"
5-1/2"
4-1/2u
3-1/2'`
2-1/2„
1-1/2''

1-1/2"
1"

1/2"  x  1 ''
1/2" x 1/2"
1/2" x  1/2"

6.1/2u
4-1/2n
3-1/2n
2-1/2u

2"
5"

3-1/2"
3/4"  Dia.

25T x 1/4" Face
19T x 1/4" Face

1/2n  Dia.

1/4"

2-1/2" x 1 -1/2''
1 -1/2" x  1/2"
2-1/2" x 1/2"
5-1/2" x  1/2"

2-1/2" x 1-1/2"
2-1/2" x 1 -i/2"

4-1/2" x 2-1/2"

2-1/2" x 2-1/2q
3" x  1-1/2

1 -3/8''  F}adius
1 -1/2" x  1 -1/16"

3/8"
1-1/8"

5/81'

2-1/2'] x 1-1/2''
5-1/2'' x 1-1/2n
4-1/2" x 2-1/2"
2-1/2" x  1 ~1/2"
4-1 /2" x 2-1 /2 "

2-1/2" x 2-ire"

2-I/2u x 1-1/2"
2-1/2" x 1-1/2"
3-1/2" x  1-1/2''

1 -5/8"  Dia. x 1 " Wide
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5x3x3
3xlxl
5xlxl

11  xl  xl
5x3
5x3

5
3x2

5x3
11x3
9x5
5x3
9x5

5x5

5x3
5x3
7x3



ATTENTION GRABBER
Designed by Mike Stephens, Deep River Ontario

Somewhere in your attic, you may be able to find one of those  1960's (or was it  1970's?)
spinning top toys.  The "top" part is like a gyroscope built on conical magnets that stick to the "U"
shape wire frame.  The idea was to keep the top in continuous motion by waving the handle in an
upwards, then downwards motion.  The bent part of the "U" frame, visible in the left photo, allows
the top to maintain its continuous motion.

Construction should be fairly obvious from the photos.  Really all that is needed is for some
method to vary the output speed of the motor until continuous motion is achieved.  In this device the
PDU output speed is reduced by means of a worm and also by means of a variable DC power supply.
*****************************************************************************
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Bill Bardutz (celebrating his 73rd
birthday this year), relaxes with
his
Meccano in Regina S askatchewan.



MUTILATOR' S CORNER by Don Redmond

So you thought I had seen the error of my ways!  To paraphrase the old saying, mutilation is the
invention of neccessity.  Sometimes, too, mutilation is the aftermath of someone else's mutilation,
or salvation is the neccessity of mutilation ..... or .... figure out other permutations.   h other words,
there may be two reasons: salvage of something maltreated by a previous owner; or production of
something to function where nothing else will.

Some time ago I had produced a model Jeep, about a foot long and 4r/2" wide ---chiefly because
five plastic wheels and tires had fallen into my hands.   The motor was a "Magic" motor which
obstructed most of the under-hood area.  The steering column could only reach the front axle a bit
too far forward, so the steering action was conveyed to the reach rod by a small contrate gear.  The
whole assembly stuck out too far forward under the front bumper.   I
finally tore it out and started to install a #62 Crank on the steering
column--too short, so I lengthened the arm with a 3 hole strip--too long.
Next, I tried a 5 hole narrow strip.  It had to be bent to snake between
frame and springs--but again too long.  So I tried a Gilbert Erector strip
(1/4" hole spacing), cut off one hole and bent it to make it fit.   The
steering works, sort of; lock is less than I'd like, and steering wheel
deflection is too little.

. ^.            I had used swivel Bearings on the ends of the track
165       rod,  but  they  seemed  too  lfrge.    Some  time  ago,  I  had

©
complained that  small  Fork pieces  and  swivel  Bearings,       116a
(same basic part)  were weakly manufactured - the fork

would pop off the boss.   I discovered that a more compact
Swivel Bearing could be made using a popped-off fork and cradling an
Airplane Collar (p52) inside it on the end of whatever rod end is
in your mechanism.   There is still room for a Collar (59) to be
joumalled freely in the wings of the fork, malking quite a compact

bearing.  It happened in this particular case that there is a limiting deflection to
one side, which meant that I could not use these "adapted" bearings in the Jeep
model- but I pass on the suggestion for other possible uses.
I have not yet tried to braze the boss back on to a detached fork.  If you try it, let
us know .----- More next issue -----
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Parts drawings on this page  were
supplied by the Editor using

ISOMEC.



LOOKING FOR TIRES ?
by: Jim Picton

:::==i:--=:--=:=
Ever on the lookout for different tires to add to my Meccano projects I have found Value

Village (second hand store chain across Canada) to be a ready source for some interesting and cheap
toys (mostly broken). Carry a small ruler or tape measure in your pocket next time you are roaming
around town as it could come in handy.

The first toy I bought was  a pickup truck with 4 rubber tires stamped "Buddy L". They are 3"
dia. x  1-I/2" wide and have a tread similar to that found on front end loaders. The inside hole is
smaller than the outside  but a hub can easily be made using a 1-1/8" Flangewheel (20) on the inside
and a 1-i/2" Pulley (21) on the outside. Also included in the truck was a circuit board that makes the
sound of an engine, and 5 flashing lights. I haven't found a use for them  yet but you never know !
Purchase price of the truck - $ 2.99.

My next find was a plastic bag containing 41arge (7" x 2-1/2") plastic wheels. I found that a
number of standard Meccano parts, such as wheel disks, bush wheels, 4" circular plates, 2-1/2" face
plates or even 3" pulleys can be used to made up hubs for these wheels. They set me back $1.99 for
the bag.

Then came a bonanza - a  16 wheeled remote control contraption called "Tomy Monster
Machines". They were sold by Radio Shack I believe, about two or three years ago and are showing
up all over the place, from second hand stores, garage sales to household auctions. The tires measure
2-3/4" x 1 " and a suitable hub can be made from 2 -1-1/2" pulleys (21) or 2 bushwheels (24 or 24b)
or a combination of both.

The one I bought cost $5.99. Two days later I found two more that I picked up for $8.00 each
at an auction. (16 tires per unit)

Keep in mind that most of these tires are hollow rubber but appear to be stiffer than the tires
found on remote control monster trucks that you often see.

I found a neat pair of rubber tracks on an old Tonka crane the other day that are suitable for
small excavators, cranes and tractors. They  ride nicely on either the 1" push-on rubber tires or a
shafts of 3 - 1 " pulleys with tires. Axles are fitted to the ends of a carriage made up of  5-1/2" strips.
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EXCERPTS from letters from KEITH CAMERON
(Dec.  20)   Thank you for the December issue of MeccaNotes crammed with good things, Note that
the transporter bridge on the cover no longer crosses the Mersey.  It was taken down in 1959 and a
new bridge was erected in 1960.
(Christmas) I'm as cocupied as ever with Meccano.  The latest is a design from (Oscar Fontan) who
sent me the instructions in Spanish. So I had to brush up on my Spanish.  The model is about 7' long
•so the work table had to be lengthened and a specially made background material had to be used for

the photographs.  (See below ed,)

Your editor visited Keith in Florida last December.
Shown on the photo is the model of Oscar Fontan' s
Coal  Loader  &  Unloader.    Model  plans  will  be
available from CQ; price to be announced in the
June CQ.   PS.   Keith  sends  assurances that he is
recovering well.

(Jar 13,letter to Don Redmond, past Editor) I have not tinkered with MERKUR.  I have odd bits
won as a prize at an early HOBBY SHOW in 1982 or thereabouts, and have a manual of instructions.
The set contained a weird assortment, about 6 pinions, some nice strips and pulleys but hardly any
nutsfoolts.   It is compatible with those Russian sets.   The smaller called "Schoolboy", the larger
called "Toy Meccano Universal".  The Russian sets must date from before the break-up of the Soviet
Union because the boxes state that they are made in ljenningrad. The parts are well made but limited
in scope.
Heretically, I would state that I prefer good drawings to computer diagrams any day.

RESCUED MECCANO : from Richard Symonds
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My Meccano was rescued from a
flooded crawl space.   After cleaning
up  the rust and  giving  it  a  shot  of
John Deere spray paint I attempted
my first model "by picture only".   I
was   short   long   girders   so   used
shelving  standards  as  shown  in the
BCMC Newsletter.  The front boom
had  to  be counterbalanced  with  20
pounds of cast iron.   The crane was
placed in the Fort Langley Antique
Mall   for  display   and   was  finally
moved to Washington State USA.



GLEANINGS FPOM ``SPANNEPIS" E-MAIL
SPANNERS are invited to express opinions, make suggestions, contribute ideas & photos to this section

of MeccaNotes.  For forthcoming issues the editor will only archive messages sent to mecwars@istar.ca, so,
if you would like to see your material in print, just send me a copy by using the "CC" box when sending to
"SPANNERS".  This means that 1'11 get your message through SPANNERS and also a second time through

mecwars@istar.ca, but 1'11 have no doubts that the writer approves of his notes appearing in MeccaNotes. If
you wish to send photos as attachments, the easiest way to process them is if they are sent as BMP, JPEG,
CDR, or WP7 files.   This is also an excellent opporfunity for anyone playing with ISOMEC to have their
masterpieces appear in print.
98.02.05 by Donald Simanek: dsinanek@ eagle.Ihup.edu (see front cover)

Here's a fun evening project-A Simple Puzzler.  Gear down a motor to a slow speed, and have it drive 2
(1") pulleys with smooth "0" ring type tires.   The pulley shafts are  10"  to  15"  apart, parallel, and in a
horizontal plane.   The pulleys are driven in opposite directions at the sane speed so that their tops rotate
towards each other.  Place a long angle girder on the rotating wheels like an upside down "V".  The girder will
oscillate with simple harmonic motion but will not fall off.  The motion may be a bit erratic due to variations
in the ffiction against the tires, but still will not "walk" off.  Mechanical engineers might like to work out the
physics of the movement.  If the motor is reversed, reversing the direction of rotation of the wheels, the girder
will walk off and fall to the floor.
98.02.10 by Geoff wright:   geoff@mwmodels.telme.com

h the first few days of this century, the Provisional Patent for what was to become the Meccano System
was lodged. So, on 9th January 2001, Meccano will be a century old.During the first 36 years of its lifetime,
there were five major attempts at devising a "Top-of-the-range" Set:-The No.5 03) Set, the No.6, the No.7,
the "L", and finally the No.10.  Sixty years on, the No.10 has become the acknowledged yardstick as the
mininuni required for starfug serious Meccano modeling. As it has ceased official production at the factory,
and sets of its calibre are not likely to be officially  produced in the future, owing to the extremely short
production run to be expected, I would like to make the following proposal:

Why don't we all get together - Spanners - ISM Members - Club Members Worldwide, to  devise a new
Top-of-the-Range Set, to be recognized as the benchmark for starting serious Meccano modeling in the 21 st
Century. This could be done in many different ways. I would suggest that a straightforward way would be to
circulate first the contents hst of the current set 10.Then, amendments to the types of parts to be introduced
or deleted would be open to suggestions from all interested parties.(e.g.  I could start the ball rolling by
suggestingthedeletionofPart65CentreFork,ortheadditionoffourPart167AQuadrantstogetherwith167C
Pinion  Each suggestion would be voted on, and the majority view accepted, and after the an acceptable list
was detemined, votes for alterations in quantities would be sought.

The final Set should approximately equate to the existing 10 in value. With the speed of E-Mail & the
Internet, this process should take no longer than a year. In the second year, interested participants would each
make at least one model - up to date in both design and choice of subject  from the finalized list. From them,
suggestions to fine tune the list in the light of experience would be sought. In the third year, as many as
possible of the models would be written up so that a series of plans could be produced.

So, by 9th January 2001, we could have an acknowledged new Top-of-the range "Millennium" Set to
replace the dear old No.10. Most of us would be able to assemble such a set from our existing stocks, and for
newcomers, specialist dealers would offer to make them up to order I have no doubt!
98.01.06 by Colin IIinz:  asfi@interlog.com
Here in Toronto there is a shop called "Active Surplus" which sells a line of electronic kits. One of these is a
stepper motor controller which allows you to control up to 8 stepper motors using a PC's
parallel port. There is no feedback capabhity, though. The kit comes with two motors and a software disk
a)OS). When I bought mine, I think it cost CAN$60 or so. This place does mail order. I can supply ordering
information if there's interest. * (416) 516-8686 *
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98.01.15 by Colin Hinz (follow up to previous message)
Okay, I *FINALLY* managed to dig up all the pertinent info on the stepper motor kit (KIT P/N A029):

1) It is sold by Active Surplus/Active Kits, 347 Queen St. W., Toronto Ontario,  CANADA,  M5V 2A4
Vox:  1-800465-5487, Fax:  1-416-593-0057  No e-mail or web page.

1a)  Since these kits  are made by/for Active,  you  wont find  another distributor.  (Yeah,  a  "sole  source"
product...)
2) The kit comprises of two circuit boards; the first being the stopper controller itself, and the second being
a manual control board, which allows control of the motors using pushbutton switches. While the kit as
designed will control up to 8 motors, only two motors are supplied, and there are motor driver chips for 4
motors only. Additional driver chips are sold separately -- the price for one additional motor + 1 additional
driver IC is $10.00/set. The kit itself is priced at $59.95, and shipping is specified as $6.00. (This price is
almost certainly for within Canada only; their ordering info is specific for Canadian customers -- i.e. sales tax
rules.) Note that while the catalogue is dated January 1994, the prices were still veld last spring when I bought
my kit. Construction difficulty is rated as "medium": if you can solder DIP ICs easily then it should be really
straightforward. Both circuit boards are double-sided epoxy-glass, so there's no messing around with jumper
wires. Overall, the kit goes together pretty cleanly.
3) You will need a 12V power supply; 4.8A is required to inn all 8 motors. It appears that the motors supplied
in the kit are whatever suitable surplus units that are on hand; you will almost certainly have to do a bit of
"magic" to interface the shaft to Meccano parts. The motors supphed alve 7.5 degrees of rotation per step.  Let

me know if you need any more info...
98.02.04 by Bin Derksen: bderksen @ providence.mb.ca
After having been a Spanner subscriber for c. 6 months, and having been on MWModel's maiHng list, and a
subscriber to Canadian MeccaNotes, Iin curious about "super models".  Is there a specific definition, such as
"any model requiring more than a 10 set"?  If so, does this mean that for EACH Supermodel leaflet I might

purchase I might have to purchase a whole bunch - and perhaps a very large bunch - of spare parts?  Or is there
something more predictable about it?   Or could one, for example, obtain a picture and parts list prior to
committing to purchase.  Maybe there are others who could benefit from a definition of this tantalizing notion.
97.12.19 by Wes. Dalefield,  dalefiel @flinthills.com

The obvious reason that Meccano France put the flashing red neon unit in the kit is that if you leave the relay
unit switched on, the expensive little 9v battery is flattened in a short period of time. I had problems with the
Moon Trekkers set.  The relay unit did not work in it.  Fortunately I had already built the Heavy Haulers set
and was able to interchange units to diagnose where the fault lay.  I hadnt chucked out the packaging and was
able to go back to ToysRus and get a replacement.  Ilye heard of other people having this problem too.  The
quality control here does not seem to be very good.  Another point that I dont like is the combination of an 1 1
tooth and 25 tooth pinion.  The correct D.P. combination is 13+25=38. I built a crane winding mechanism
using an 11 tooth pinion which did not run very well.  As soon as I replaced the pinion with a 13 tooth one all
was well.
98.02.04 by Paolo Caravani,   b.harp @flashnet.it
What's a supemodel? For me no predictabihty can be there, lest destroying the notion itself.If you only have
two   PN171      in   your   set,   and   the   model   you   look   at   sports   three      of  them...nonchalantly   &
transgressively .... well,  that's  a  supermodel!  A  supemodel  is  whatever  supersedes  your  constructional
capabilities. How super is a supermodel?  That depends on by how much your capabilities are superseded.
But it can be measured - quantitatively - by:
1 . the amount of time you stare motionless at the supermodel photograph
2. the number of times, over 24 hrs, the model-photo flashes up in your memory
3. the number of hours elapsed between 5 subsequent flashes (inverse measure)
4. the amount of saliva generated in your mouth while you stare at it
5. the number of forgone occasions to have fun otherwise (opportunity cost)
6. the S-value you feel missing from your budget to get the missing parts
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7. the number of hours you feel missing from your life to get the model done.
Hence: (a) a supermodel need not be big: suffice it be large enough as to be beyond  reach. a) a
supemodel is such for all but for the builder.
98.02.14 by charlie pack,   CLpack@aol.com
It appears there is some consensus that the Millennium Set should be based loosely on a late No. 10 set with
some parts dropped, some parts added and in current French Meccano colors.  But let me offer another train
of thought. When I stated building in Meccano around 1990, I bought two of the then-cunent No. 6 sets from
a local toy store.  Quickly I ran out of certain parts, so I bought another No. 6 set from someone.  But as I built
larger and different kinds of models, I still ran out of various kinds of parts.  Then I discovered Joel Perlin.
My wallet has never forgiven me, and now I use a computer to keep track of my "spares" inventories. But I
never felt the need to upgrade to a certain kind of set, or to any other deflned quantity of parts.   I simply
decided what model I wanted to build, ordered what additional parts I thought I needed from Joel, and
commenced building.  This was supplemented by sets from various eras and of various color schemes, obtained
from many different people.  It was also supplemented by various non-Meccano items such as nickel plated
No. 8 washers, surplus d.c. motors, and electrical components.  @1ectrikit is almost non-existent in the USA.)
Perhaps unlike others, I have never been loyal to any particular color scheme. For certain models such as steam
engines, I like 1950's red with current zinc plated parts and accents in black or perhaps blue.  For some others,
I like the Calais yellow with 1978 dark blue.  Still others look better in Binns Road yellow.  I like the 1950's
red and green colors, but not together.  And so on.  "Art" is in the eye of the beholder.  One positive about the
current French Meccano parts line-up is the wide variety of colors available (red, white, blue, yellow, black,
etc.). The intended use of the "Millennium Set" is to build a wide variety of falriy large and/or advanced
models.  A potential problem here is, many of the best large models use relatively huge quantities of certain
parts.  For example, a Ferris Wheel with large quantities of curved girders, or a heavy truck with 18 wheels.
Another potential conflict is the electronic vs. mechanical method of implementing multiple drives in models
such as cranes.  Do we give the builder several motors or lots of gears and brassware? Is it possible to design
a "Millennium Set" that can be almost all things to almost all people?  Iin not sure about that.  One thing these
discussions are beginning to suggest is that Meccano is very personal to each of us, and we are all different.
But the diversity is wonderful, isnt it?
98.02.06 by NIgel Pope:  n.pope@btintemet.com

I cannot  understand the idea of collecting Meccano. The only possible use for it is ma]dng models. There
is a guy at our local club who has an  unopened set which is still inside its brown paper wrapping. This has
never been opened since it left Binns Road and the parts have  never seen the light of day. You cannot see
them at all. A couple of years ago I bought an old set which had not been  opened since the day it left the
factory. I took it along to a club  meeting and opened it in front of a group of shocked members and  then I
made a model with it. It is much more fun that way.
97.12.22 by Ken Beustead:  Beustead/US/3Com

When I first used my IR Set I had a problem with the transmitter unit. No  matter which button I pressed
nothing happened. I solved the problem by removing the batteries from the transmitter and reinstalling them.
Everything  work fine after that. It seems the transmitter can get "locked up" and the only way to "un-lock" it
is to remove the power. As the transmitter doesnt have an on/off switch that means taking the batteries out.
98.02.?? by Ken Beustead: Beustead/US/3Com (edited)
The "spanner" list was meant to be a virtual Meccano Club, not merely a technical discussion list, so a certain
number of "social" messages, such a quips and non-Meccano queries, are to be expected. From my point of
view the "social" messages add a lot of enjoyment to the list. I look forward to reading through all of it. A
mailing list is just like a bunch of people standing in a group and ta]]dng to each other. It is human nature that
a small number of people in the group will have a lot to say while the rest are quite happy to listen in and
occasionally contribute.. I would not expect "spanner" to operate any differently and I imagine most members
ae happy with the arrangement. I think we owe a debt of gratitude to the "spanners" who do have a lot to say.
They keep the list alive for the rest of us. It wouldnt work without them.
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98.01.29 by Blayney Mike: mike.b]ayney @Ths.fas.cu.nhs.uk
Some time ago I was building models of showman traction engines. Yes, models - I got rather carded away

and ended up with 5 in graded sizes. As always, the problem was the rubber tyres. I found some rubber mats
from Halfords (a UK motor accessory chain) which had absolutely ideal borders. These were cut and butt
jointed with superglue (the stuff that bonds in seconds). What astonished me was the strength of the bond.
Significant tension could be apphied in order to get a tight fit. Some time later my VCR broke down and what
was needed was a replacement drive band. As a temporary' measure I cut a hght Meccano driving band to the
required length and butt jointed with superglue. This temporary' measure lasted 2 years ! As a bonus the inside
sections of the rubber mats make a very good covering for the work bench which stops assemblies sliding
around and dropped small parts bouncing on the otherwise hard surface. P.S. I now have surplus traction
engine tyres for 7/12", 51/2", 3/12", 3", 2" ..... wheels ............

I purchased the Building Site Trucks' set with the infra red remote. The remote did not work. I returned
ittotheshopwhereitwasreluctantlyreplacedfromanotherset(I'dalreadyunpackedmysetandthownaway
that horrible polystyrene packaging - this also helps with awkward questions from the wife!). The remote
worked under a 5 minute test but a week later when installed in a model, it didnt. Not daring to return again
to the shop I returned it to Meccano UK (address kindly provided by Geoff of MW). They retuned a
replacement(?) unit and complimentary pocket set BUT this one also does not work. Ive checked the power
comections, motors and can hear the relays crick at  power on. The transnritter LED lights up ...... but nothing.
I suppose it will have to go back again unless anyone knows better?
98.02.25 by Nigel Pope: n.pope @btintemct.com
Thanks for your comments (regarding the Millennium Set) so far. I just feel that if we can get a set of model
plans together then the contents of the set will be obvious. If we try to start with the contents of the set we are
not going to get anywhere.I agree with you that being able to see the moving parts is a great asset in a Meccano
model. The models I have suggested are just names at the moment. How many moving parts they have is up
to the designer. However, I suspect that 21 st century things will have a lot less moving parts than 19th century
ones. I recall reading in an Arthur C Clarke book (The City and the Stars) that the ultimate machine has no
moving parts  at all.  I am not convinced that any of these models need be static,  all we need is a bit of
imagination to make them move. If each Spanner was to design a model for the Millennium Set, just think
what a wonderful instruction book we could create. I often read messages complaining about the lack of
imagination in Meccano SA's Marketing Department. Why dont we show them a thing or two? By the way,
speaking as a person who works in the Marketing Deparinent of a large company, I have to say that if we are
thinking of designing models that appeal to the Miuennium Generation, then we should take great care not to
rely on our own opinions. After all we are not of this generation ourselves. This is why I offered to test the
ideas with my Scout Group. They are far more likely to know what is an appealing model. The best products
rely on careful research amongst the potential customers before the design phase starts..Can we design models
ordowejusttalkaboutit?DoanyotherSpannershaveideasformodelswhichwouldreflectthenextcentny?
I would like to hear your ideas, dont be shy.  You might just come up with that winning idea or inspire
somebody on the list to make that special Minennium model .Meccano palls may have been introduced in the
20th Century, but they can still make 21 st Century models. Surely there is nothing that carmot be made out of
Meccano? Or is there some thing in the new Millennium which simply cannot be made? It would be very
interesting to hear people's ideas for models which cannot be made. Us marketing types use many devices to
generate new ideas. One well known method is to make a list of things that cannot be done and then to think
of ways in which they can. So please feel free to suggest things which cannot be made.
98.03.08 by Simon Moody: moody @ihug.co.nz
Wellington Meccano Club (New Zealand) is hosting the NZ Meccano Federation of Clubs Convention/
ExhibitionoverEasterweekend,April2001.Theseconventionsareheldeverysecondyearbutwearemaking
an extra special one for the centennial of Meecano.      Our planning has already started. The civic centre is
booked. You are all welcome.    See you there ! !
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98.02.01 by Geoff Wright: geoff@ telme.com
Elizabeth & I have just come back from Olympia, spending some time on the Meccano Toys Stand.Here is
information derived from what we saw, and Meccano's  1998 Trade & Retail Catalogues:
PLEASE NOTE - THE NEW SETS ARE EXPECTED VERY SHORTLY MW PRICES ON
APPLICATION; MECCANO 1998 RETAIL CATALOGUE AVAILABLE "MEDIATELY FREE OF
CHARGE 0N APPLICATION BUT NEW PARTS MENTIONED ARE NOT EXPECTED TO BE
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY UNTIL 1999 AT THE EARLIEST
NEW FOR 1998 is a new series of six Theme Sets under the theme title of "MASTER CONNECTION"
0010 "CYBER CYCLE" (The motorbike for the cicuits of the future) features flourescent DARK BLUE
Parts & WIDE RIMMED 1  1/2" PLASTIC PULLEYS in Grey with new WIDE TYRES to fit.Rear Shock
Absorbers.  136 parts. Recommended for Ages 8-14
0020  "CYBER BUGGY" ( .... for the race tracks of the future) features fluorescent LIGHT GREENY
YELLOW Parts with front wheels as 0010 but REAR WHEELS sinrilar but 13/4" DIAMETER. "Lateral"
Rear Suspension New Rack & Pinion Steering features a PLASTIC 2 1/2"RACK STRIP in Grey, and
PLASTIC  moulded STUB AXLE/ACKERMAP`IN LINKS. Steering Wheel is a new 1 " RACING
WIIEEL in black plastic. The driver's seat is fomed from a strip of black PLASTIC FLAT LINKS not
unlike the old Caterpillar Track Links 138 parts. Ages 8-14
0030 "ROT0 TRUCK" (This vehicle steers left or right as you lean it to one side or the other) Four
wheeled, all four 13/4" dia. as 0020 rears, four wheel steering. Profuse use of 212 Rod & Strip
Connectors !  Some Parts in fluorescent brighter than 1960 LIGHT GREEN including Cylinder 216; 222
parts. Age 8-14
0040 "ABYSS VISITOR" (Carries sophisticated equipment at the bottom of the ocean) Represents an
underwater search craft, with Battery Operated Searchlight, Plastic OBSERVATION LENS, and Plastic
SHIPS PROPELLERS of about 1 " diameter .Parts in a very LIGHT GREENY YELLOW include a 1628
Boiler without Ends 330 parts. Age 9-15
0050 "SURVIVOR CAR" (designed for futuristic mechanics for outsmarting hidden ambushes (!))
features full suspension with rear wheel steering featuring not only the Plastic ACKERMANN STUB
AXLES, but Plastic SUSPENSION LINKS pivoted from Plastic body MOUNTING BRACKETS and
Jointed UNIVERSAL SHAFTS connecting to Rack & Pinion Steering.With Battery operated Headlights
and
PLASTIC LINK Driver's Seat. Parts including 89  5 1/2" Curved Strip are in Fluorescent DARK BLUE
345 parts. Age 9-15
0060 "6X4 MACHINE" Features Six 1 3/4" PULLEYS with TYRES, fully articulated. Rear Bogie
features chain drive around pairs of 25C 3/4" Pinions. Battery Motorised, featuring a new variation of the
standard 6 volt MOTOR-WITH-INTEGRAL 30: 1 GEARBOX. Features new all plastic 19 & 25 TOOTH
GEARS WITH "D" HOLE shaped to register with new steel "D" SECTION AXLES. The model will
overcome practically any obstacle in its path, with a most fascinating action of the rear bogie, which
appears to enable it to back off and try again and again if necessary. Strips, Brackets and Battery Holders
are in a Fluorescent VERY LIGHT GREEN (different to 0030) Set boxed in a new design Plastic
CARRYING CASE. 352 parts. Age 9-15
"Mission The Universe" Series has had four new Sets added all with Black, White & fluorescent Orange

Parts as before:-
4800 "XR SHUTTLE" with adjustable wings 88 parts Age 8+
4805 "ENERGY STATION" with separate mobile slave unit 241 parts Age 8+
4806 "OBSERVATION UNIT" with EYEPIECE & LENS 200 parts Age 8+
4831 "INTERSTELLAR CARGO" with underslung six wheel transport vehicle. 340 parts Age 8+
Junior (Plastic) Meccano features some Parts in new colours and introduces four new sets to the range:-
4650 CITY CARS in Storage Case - Three models (two simultaneously) features new stub axle
THREADED PINS 100 pats age 4+
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5820 POLICE CAR - Four models featuring new SHAPED WINDSCREEN(COCKPIT) 57 parts. Age 5+
5850 SEAPLANE Also with SHAPED COCRTIT 137 parts. 10 Models Age 5+
6880 SUPER BUILDERS XXL New Nuts & Bolts lock automatically Rubber hoses, features new
constmctional BULLDOZER BLADES and IIEAVY DUTY LARGE WHEELS WITH SOFT RUBBER
TYRES 228 parts.18 models Age 6+
All six Evolution Sets
Master Builder
Storage Case
Power Tool
Infra Red  9515 & 9526
Collection Models 2101, 2103, 2106, 2201, 2202, 2204, 2207, 2302. 2303, 2305, 2501, 2504. 2920, 2930
2940, 2950, 3910, 3920
98.01.24 by Tony Brown; tony_b @cix.compulink.co.uk

hteresting concept for a book -"Great Mistakes by Meccano!" I'm not certain that it is ungracious to the
great men of the past.  After all we all make mistakes and unless they are pointed out then the potential
development of accurate modeling of prototypes is restricted. Hubert and the others were working on time
hmits in a commereial environment and so we shouldnt expect them to get everything correct. At the end of
the day I'd rather know about the epic Hst of mistakes and faults in (for example) the Blocksetter Cranes which
Julian Head has pointed out than remain unaware of them. Similar problems exist with the
Supemodel Dragline although at least there pat of the fault seems to have been Ruston's failure to make clear
that the photographs supplied  showed the prototypes in testing rather than in full working order - e.g.
no bodywork is fitted. (and note for anyone who saw the series classic  plant on Monday C4 the film of the
large draghine is the prototype described in the 1923 Magazine articles.)
98.01.11 by Norm Lacroix; mecwars@istar.ca
(In reply to Don Flowers who  wrote..  Where do meccano modelers get the large tyres as seen on large
models, eg the Big Roy Tractor as butt by Howard Sie shown in the September 1997 issue Of CQ? )

I obtained such tires at a Canadian Tire store some years ago. They came in two types: Firestone XR4
Transteel Radial (typical automotive type tire) and Firestone Tractor with heavy deep treads.They both are
about 6.5 inches OD and 3.25 inches ID. Cost at the time was about Scanadian 6.00. They do require some
sort of filler to support a Meccano model so I used RIngette (Floor Hockey?) rings to keep them "inflated".
They were not readily adaptable for Meccano model building unless mounted on a built up core consisting of
90a curved strips so I used a lathe to turn a suitable "core" which easily mounts to bush wheels. I have seen
similar "ash tray" tires at flea markets, yard sales etc. but usually only one at a time.

It may be possible to visit your local tire dealer and ask if they can order such tires for you.
97.12.30  by Wes. Dalefie]d;   Dalefield dalefiel@flinthills.com
I was working on my latest giant walking dragline model in the wee hours of this moming when I realised
something about the cunent, French Oight blue), single throw eccentric, 130a.  The rivet hole, if that is the
conect tern for it, is only .147" in diameter rather than the "standard" hole size. I measured some red Binns
Road examples and they measured .172".  You cant even place a threaded rod through a .147" hole. Have I
just got a bad batch or is this now the standard issue from Calais? Don Blakeborough's EMP does not mention
this change.  I'm having to use my red parts rather than the new ones for my model.  This is rather
disappointing as I was trying to make the model in a blue/zinc plate, colour scheme.
98.01.22 by Tony Blewett; 106113.1066 @compuserve.com
A long-time ambition of mine has been to own (an E15R), but wanting to avoid the high cost of buying one,
I detemined to rake one out of bits I could scrounge. I have now succeeded in making one up that runs better
than the E20R's I have.  I have made left and right sideplates from two left ones, new bearings, new switch,
rewound the amature and field coils, new commutator, new suppression components, and reflITbished the
finish in blue. I an now in the process of making some new brushes.The project has not been without its
setbacks, and Ilye learned a lot. ps - I have access to a lathe.
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97.01.21 by Tony Press; kpress@melbpc.org.au
I just bought   a  Structo' Bearcat' Constructor Car made  around  1921.  (predating Frank's  Meccano

Constructor Cars by some some twelve years) It was interesting rebuilding it without a handbook. Vthen
researching `Stmcto' to date this model, I found some rather odd infomation-  The London Toy Museum
Handbook Book for 1988 includes the following -"STRUCTO-1908-1975. American. Founded by Louis and
Edward Strohacker and C Thompson in order to make Erector Construction Ffits'.  In 1911, Structo was sued
byMeccanoforpatentinffingementand,althoughStructowonthecaseMeccanolateracquiredthepatents
andmergedwithACGilbertinordertosellErectorsetsintheUS.Structosoldbothconstructionkitsand
ready-built automotive toys." I also came across a book on American Metal Toy Cars (I think by Lillian
Gotschalk?) which gave more infomation on Structo, but similar to the London Toy Museum booklet. It  is
probablywheretlrislatterinformationcanefrom.Idon'tthinkthepartaboutMeecanoacquiringtheErector
patents is at all correct, although  as I understand it Frank Homby possibly did sue Erector in 1913 (as well
assuingAmericanModelBuilder,wholostafteraneightyearfight),but1thoughtthatErectorwasowned
byGilbertin1913,notStructo.If1haveitright,whenMeccanoUSwaslatersetuptomanufacture,itwas
part owned by Lionel Cowan (of Lionel Trains fame) who reputedly supplied the early Meccano Electric
Motors. Homby sold his interest to Cowan in the late 20's and Cowan in turn sold Meccano US to Gilbert
Erector not long after.
98.01.22 by Tony Press; (address above)
I have a 1915 or 1916 Number 6 set in a dark brown double layer wooden box which is beautifully made in
thestyleofanhistrumentCaseoftheperiod,1inedwithGreenBalze(felt)withawindowlidoverthewheels
whichaliemountedonsteelpins(ithasXylonite?windowmaterial,notglass)Thissetlookslikethatshown
at Fig 72 page 44 HCS Vol 6.  I date this as an early  wartime set  because among the remaining parts in the
box were black Copper finish Cranks and Windmill Sails and I think that the 'window' style box wasn't
available much after 1916 at the latest .    It is now almost complete with the full complement of  original
contemporary parts, an in clean nickel and it looks wonderful.  The No 6  set will build the original Meccano
FerrisWheel,which1thinkisaverynicemodel,evenifyouhavetocurvemostofthe121/2"strips!(not from
this set! !)
****************************************************************************************
****

FOR CONTEMPLATION:
*Why aren't airplanes made of the same material the "black box" is made from?
*Sincelighttravelsfasterthansound,isn'tthatwhysomepeopleappearbrightuntilyouhearthemspeak?
*Why is " abbreviated" such a long word?
*If it's zero degrees outside today and it's going to be twice as cold tomorrow, how cold is it  going to be?
*WhydoyoupressharderonaMeccanoremote-controlerwhenyouknowthebatteryisdead?
*Why are they called apartments, when they're all stuck together?
*Why does sour crean have an expiration date?
*Who is General Failure and why is he reading my disk?
*Whydobankschargeyoua"non-sufficientfundsfee"onmoneytheyalreadyknowyoudon'thave?
*Does the reverse side also have a reverse side?
*Why is a canot more orange than an orange?
*If vegetarians eat vegetables, what do humanitarians eat?
*Teu a man that there are 400 billion stars and he'11 believe you; tell him a Meccano pat has wet paint and
he has  to touch it.
*Whyislemonjuicemostlyartificialingredientsbutdishwashingliquidcontainsreallemons?
*Why do we put suits in a garment bag and put gaments in a suitcase?
*Why doesn't glue stick to the inside of the bottle?
*Should you tmst a stockbroker who's married to a travel agent?
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STANDARD L. R. Construction Set (1957)
From Michael Stephen's Collection

Parts in bottom layer

Label on dark red cardboard box top

Manual, and lift-out tray of rest of parts

Mike Stephens of Deep River, Ontario found this set in one of his many trips to Paris, France.
This set is a # in a series that includes 000, cO, 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 000C, OC,1C, 2C, 3C, 4C, 5C,
6C,1S,  2S,  3S,  4S,  5S,  6S.  Most parts are aluminum.  There is abrief write-up in CAM #49-5
(in French) if anyone is willing to do a translation for MeccaNotes.
******************************************************************************

Dennis Caswell (Ockville, Ontario) visited during
mid-February   to    cavort   in    the   snow    on   his
snowmobile  (and to  talk Meccano  and play  a few
hands of Bridge).  He brought this Double-Decker Bus
which was powered with one of BUIL Electronics
"Meccano adaptable" geared-head D.C. Motors.
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HOBERMAN SPHERE

Here' s a challenging subject for Meccanophiles.  The Hoberman sphere collapses to about
25cm in diameter and extends to about lm in diameter.  Each scissor-like segment consists of 2

parts, each perforated at each end and slightly
offset in the middle.  The opening and closing
of scissor-like pairs results in the expansion or
contraction of the sphere which is really an
icosadodecchedron   or   "a   geometric   form
which    combines    20    triangles    and    12
pentagons.     It  is   actually  made  up   of  6
intersecting circles".  According to the folder
packed with the sphere, the shape (spherical)
remains   the   same   as   it   is   expanded   or
contracted because it is a precise  geometric
mechanism where art meets engineering.

If you  attempt this,  using Meccano  21/2"
strips, you might have to use slightly smaller
bolts  and nuts  (6BA maybe?)   in the centre
hole to allow for the slight curvature required
for each circular segment.  You will need 360
2]/2"  strips  as  each  circle  is  made  up  of  10
sections with 3  scissor pairs and there are 6
circles.     (10X3X2X6).     You  could,   if  so
inclined, mutilate 360 old, rusty or otherwise
damaged 21/2"  strips by punching an  offset
middle  hole.    The  mechanism  where  each
circle intersects presents additional Meccano
challenges.

Hobeman Designs can be contacted at 472 Greenwich Street, #7, New York ,
10013-1362USA, phone:(212) 941-6329, fax (212) 431-7061.  E-mail: Ccanon@aol.com.

h Canada, contact Efstonscience, 3350 Dufferin Street, Toronto Ontario.  M6A-3A4, phone
(416) 787-4581, FAX (416)787-5140.

Price was SC49.95 last summer (1987).
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Toy & Train Show, Nepean Sportsplex, March 7/8,1998
The Ottawa Valley Meccano Group along with an impressive contingent from Western Quebec

put on another exciting 2-day show (organized by Jerry Dubois).  We were visited by Bill
Marsden, a  "Jig & Tool Maker" from Liverpool Meccano (retired).  (That's a Tool & Die Maker
in North America).  Normand St.Aubin showed us an impressive collection of Meccano literature,
including; a 1926 Catalogue from T. Eaton Co.  (Montreal), a 1927/8 The Best Toy Shop in Town,
a 1929/30 The Boys Treasure Book,  Price Lists from 1926 and 1941, a 1925 Jackie Coogan Book-
Jack Visits Mr. Homby  at The Meccano Factory,  a 1926 The New Meccano Price List, a 1929 Book
of New Models-Canadian Edition, a 1915 Book of Prize Models-U.S. edition,
and a 1926 colour catalogue-Canadian edition with the address of 45 Colbome St. Toronto.

Jelry       Dubois       brought       his       Sangster
Meccanograph,left,  Radio  Telescope,  below,
Tumbler,  Keith  Caneron  Twister  fairground
ride, and  BCMC Kenworth Truck.

Atilla  Szakonyi  brought  his  Cotterill  Twin
Beam Engine for which he received an excellent
mention  in  the  Ottawa  Citizen.    Atilla  also
showed  Monster  Trucks   -  John  Wapshot's
design  and  another  of  the  same  -  Szckonyi
design, Ping-pong Roller - Konkoly design, and
his MMGG Meccanograph.
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More from the TOY & TRAIN SHOW ......

Lany Yates showed his
Railway Breakdown Crane,
a    modified    SuperModel.
(That's   Atilla   Szckonyi's
daughter in the background
operating            their
Meccanograph)

Jean Deveault showed a Sports Car and a small Magic Motor driven Windmill that was designed
and built by his granddaughter Genevieve. Bemard Chanpoux showed his Standard Gauge I,oco.
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Still More from the TOY & TRAIN SHOW„ ....

Don Redmond showed his
Lobster,    Twin    Cylinder
Engine,Magic     Windmill,
M e rry -g o -R o u n d ,
Snowplow           Truck,
Motorcycles,     and     Doll`*co`      carriage

Mike Shaw showed his restored Airplane Fairground
Ride, a Meccanograph, and Dinosaur.

Doug Armstrong showed his base for a freelance Excavator on Crawler Tracks in which the crawler
tracks are driven by a nifty 19t teflon gear he designed.

Norm Lacroix showed his Nodding Donkey Oil Pump, a replica #2 Aeroplane model painted in
RCAF yellow, and the Simple Puzzler pictured on the front cover of this issue.

Also in attendance were Neil Fraser, Jar Ladiges, John Fraser, Walter Kalbfleisch and Normand
Morin.
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Minutes of Meeting of the Executive Committee
Canadian Modelling Association for Meccano and Allied Systems (CMAMAS)
28 September 1997, (Edited)
Present: Marsha Brandston, Colin Hinz, Colin Hoare, John Wapshott.
1. Reading of the Minutes, Executive Committee meeting of 26 June 1997

The minutes were read by the members of the Association Executive that were present. A
correction needed to be made regarding the availability of a members' list made available by request
to other members. To clarify: John Wapshott is in favour of providing such a list. Don Redmond is
in favour of it, but the list should include  only the people who want their names to be  given
out.With this correction made, Marsha Brandston moved to accept the minutes, and John Wapshott
seconded; motion carried.
2. Show Participation

There is so far only one confimed participant at the 25th Anniversary Toy Collector's Show,
which  will  be held  on  26  October  1997.  John  stated  that he  will  need  to  phone  around.  He
anticipates that exhibition attendance will be about the same as last year.

Colin Hoare presented the site map for the November Hobby Show, which will be held in
the much smaller front area of the International Centre. We have 30 exhibitor passes for the show,
which is unlikely to be adequate. Marsha said that we should attempt to get ahold of another 10
passes. Colin Hoare said that we have to draft up a letter to be sent to members who are likely to
attend.

We have received a letter from Frank Steele, announcing another show at the Interriational
Centre, which will be at the end of November. This show will have a railroad theme. He asks if
CMAMAS would be interested in participating. John stated that Mr Steele has had bad dealing with
other Meccano members. Marsha pointed out that we have trouble getting people to shows as it is;
getting a sufficient number of people to be interested in a third show in a one-month period would
be  difficult.  Therefore the  consensus  is  that we  cannot expend  sufficient effort to  summon  a
reasonable showing.

Colin Hoare will write back to Frank Steele, declining CMAMAS participation.
3. Miscellaneous Old Business

Colin Hoare has the Meccanoman's Shield, and will look after the necessary engraving when
required.

John Wapshott has not done anything with the Birdcage model. Since the existing black and
white photographs arent sufficiently clear for reproduction, and the negatives arent available, John
will have to re-photograph the model.
4. Correspondence Received

Marsha received a letter from a young Meccano enthusiast named Tyler Zaleski, enquiring
about the availability of plans for a certain type of model. Attila Szakonyi will photocopy two
model plans and get them to Marsha, who will send them off.
5. New Business

a) Executive Elections
At the Annual General Meeting, there will be elections for some of the Executive positions.

Up for election  are the position of President  (Colin Hoare will be running again,  and will be
unopposed if there are no nominations from the floor) and the position of Editor. The situation with
the Editor's position is less clear: Norm Lacroix spoke to John Wapshott last Thursday, and the
upshot is that Nom would take on the position, if no one else was available.

b) Meccano Award
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In addition to the award plaque itself, we should provide all of the Hogles that assisted
(Janet and Susan) with a small plaque or similar token of appreciation, as well as certificates to the
people in Hubert's office who had helped out.

c) Future Modelplans
Colin  Hoare  posed  the  question  of whether  we  continue  to  publish  large  modelplans

separate from the magazine, or whether we include them within MeccaNotes. The consensus is that
this issue needs to be put on hold until we know who will edit in 1998. The editor for the new year
will need to have input.

d) SkegEx Photographs
Colin Hoare points out that the SkegEx photos that are provided by Robin Johnson are

professionally taken, at a cost of £400 for two years. Colin has asked that CMAMAS contribute £50
towards this, as we have drawn upon this pool of photos for publication in MeccaNotes. This was
approved unanimously.

e) Renewal Rates
The consensus is that renewal rates should remain the same for 1998.

f) Reimbursement
John Wapshott turned in his receipt for the memorial donation for Bill Mair's wife. He will

be reimbursed for $25 by CMAMAS as previously agreed. A cheque was issued by Marsha.
g) Honoraria

It was asked whether the Executive should be granted a small honorarium, with a larger one
given to the editor. This needs to be discussed at the AGM.

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
Canadian Modelling Association for Meccano and Allied Systems (CMAMAS)
09 November 1997 (Edited)
Present:  Marsha  Brandston,  Colin  Hinz,  Colin  Hoare,  Hubert  Hogle,  Nomi  Lacroix,  Don
Redmond, John Wapshott, and several others.
1 . Opening Remarks - Colin Hoare

Colin Hoare opened the meeting by welcoming all to the AGM, and extending thanks for
participating in the show, and so forth.
2. Presentation of the "Canadian Meccanoman of the Year Award" - Colin Hoare

The "Canadian Meccanoman of the Year Award" trophy was presented to Hubert Hogle, in
recognition of the great amount of help he has provided to the Association. Smaller plaques were
also  presented,  for  Hubert's  finily  members  who  helped  out  with  MeccaNotes  preparation.
Certificates of Appreciation were also prepared for the staff at Hubert's law office, who assisted
Hubert with Association work from time to time.
3. Forthcoming Show Announcement

Colin Hoare mentioned that there was a forthcoming Railway Show at the htemational
Centre, at the end of November. This is the show that was being organised by Frank Steele. Terry
Stewart was planning on participating, and invited others interested in exhibiting models with a
railways theme to contact him.
4. Executive Elections - Positions of President and Editor

Colin Hoare thanked Don Redmond for his stalwart perfomance as Editor for the past
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two years of service. He then called for nominations for the position of President. As there were no
contenders for his nomination, he won by acclimation. Colin then received the nomination of Norm
Lacroix for the position of Editor. Again, Norm won the position by acclimation.
5. Membership Records - Colin Hoare

Colin Hoare proposed three changes to the Membership renewal form. First was an entry for
the members' spouse's name, and entry for an e-mail address, and lastly, a tick-box if the member
wished  to  be  included  on  a  mailing  list  made  available  to  other  members.  Dennis  Caswell
questioned the last of the three options. It was clarified to indicate that only those who wanted their
identities divulged would be eligible to receive a copy of the mailing list. There were no further
objections or questions.
6. Sales of Meccano at Hobby Shows - Question from the Floor

Someone (not recorded) asked whether it would be possible for the Association to sell parts
and/or sets at the show. After a certain degree of circumlocution, it dawned upon the Executive that
this matter had already been brought up at one of the Executive meetings. The end answer was thus,
it  remains  impossible  for  the  Association  to  sell  Meccano  at  the  Hobby  Show,  since  the
arrangement with Show management prohibits it. Were the group to  sell from the table space
provided to it, it would then have to pay dealer rates for AIL of the table space. Therefore the
present arrangement is the best one: no sales at the exhibit tables, but with a nearby sales booth (i.e.
Huber[ Hogle's).
7. The Future of the Model plans -Colin Hoare         Colin Hoare asked the group, owing to the fact
that the model plans are not selling very well, should the Association discontinue publishing  them
separately and instead just include some larger models in the magazine? The consensus reached was
that  the  modelplans  publications  should  be  discontinued  once  the  two  in  preparation  were
completed.
8. Allocation of Funds -Don Redmond

Don Redmond made a motion that the Executive be empowered to expend funds to provide
computer equipment to the Editor if required, if necessary. John Wapshott seconded. Passed by
unanimous vote.
9. Honorarium - Colin Hinz

Colin Hinz mentioned that the Executive members promised at the last Executive meeting
that the matter of Executive honoraria, especially for the Editor, be put forward to the assembled
members at the AGM. Norm Lacroix declined receiving an honorarium. The consensus amongst
the group was that any honoraria were neither desireable nor necessary.
10. Closing Remarks -Colin Hoare

Colin thanked everyone for attending.
******************************************************************************

MeccaNotes Spy Report   by Don Redmond
A CMN spy (un-named) has reported that the Nova Scotia Natural History Museum in the

Halifax area has on display a Number 10 Meccano Set in what appears to be mint red/green, in a
wooden box with lid that appears to be THE No.2 Storage Box with 2 trays-probably circa 1937.
The museum is reported to have additional Meccano.  We wait for new reports.
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25th ANNUAL "CANADA' S GREATEST COLLECTOR' S TOY SHOW"
(Photos courtesy of Peter Zimmerman, Toy Show Manager)

Left-Right, Bemard champoux, John wapshot,          Riverboat steamer by Atilla szckonyi
Dennis caswell, Normand st. Aubin                            Ferris wheel by John wapshott

PERSONAL SALES, WANTS, SWAPS
Ads must be in the hands of the editor by May 15 to ensure insertion in June MeccaNotes.

Wanted-any pro or post war Meccano set boxes, parts boxes or tins, advertising literature etc. Contact Greg
Rahn-211 Riverview Green, Cochrane, AB, TOL 0W4 or Email:Grahn@Transalta.com

Wanted: Price lists for PARTS and LITERATURE.  Write to James Comack, 7602 Faimount Drive SE,
Calgary, AB, T2H 0X7.  ( Write to MWModels see address on back cover---ed)

For Sale: New 1996 Stock: 01355 Meccano Jr Dump Truck, 78pc $18; 01540 Meccano Jr Boat,180pc $27;
17201 Meccano Jr Airport, 214pc $44; 03910 Collection Road Hauler Set,182pc $14; 30401 Meccano Set
1, 203pc $21 ; 30402 Meccano Set 2, motorized, 274pc $28; 30405 Meccano Set 5, motorized, 556pc $69;
32229 9v Geared Motor,  Battery Holder,  Switch  $29;  33105  Crane Starter Set,130pc  $9;  33502 Space
Warrior Starter Set. 109pc $9; 38256 Ferris Wheel Set, 440pc $65---Prices include all taxes.. Shipping free
within Canada with orders over $50---H.  Hogle, Box 398, Napanee ON,
K7R 3P5, Ph (613) 354-2351

For Sale: Meccano Parts-yellowfolue, red/green, gears, manuals & complete sets.  Send for price list or send
your wants nst.  G. Earl Pitts, 26 Dyer Ct., Cambridge, ON, N3C 488

For Sale: Complete #10 Set in French Yellowfl3lue/Zinc in reproduction 6 drawer dealers type (mahogany)
cabinet.  Contents are like new, most parts never used.  Contents equal #10 set contents of 1967.  Contact
MeccaNotes Editor, 8 White Street, Petawawa ON, KBH IZ6.

Wanted:  STRUCTOMODE made in  Hamilton  Ont in  1920's;  sets,  parts.  Contact Don  Redmond,  9  St.
Catherine Street., Kingston Ont., K7K 3R9 or phone (613) 546-7728.
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THE CABOOSE: ---- Dates to Note, Suppliers, etc.
Dates:
April 18,  llAM -5PM; April  19,  10AM -4PM :  Kingston Rail 0 Rama, Portsmouth Olympic
Harbour, 53 Yonge Street, Kingston, Ontario.  Make a new Mecano model ---- Let's be out in force---
--And it does not have to be a rail model ----- 50 feet of table space full of Meccano models
Contact Don Redmond (613) 546-7728 to reserve table and/or to arrange accomodation.
April 17, 7PM & April 18, 10AM.  Antique Toy Auction at the Howard Johnson Plaza Hotel, 600
Dixon Road, Etobicoke Ontario.  Contact Doug Jarvis, (905) 945-3199
April  19,  10AM-4PM:  Toronto  Toy  Show,  at  the  International  Centre,  6900  Airport  Road,
Mississauga Ontario.  Contact Frank Steele (613) 378-0309 or fax (613) 378-1361
November 6, 7 & 8, The Hobby Show, at the htemational Centre, 6900 Airport Road, Mississauga
Ontario.  Contact Colin Hoare, (905) 873-8261

David Fellows,  14 Church Street, Littlehampton, West Sussex, BN17 5PX has an impressive
number of "replica" and "compatible" parts such as gear rings, flat plates, nut plates, special brackets
and narrow angle girders.  Send 2 IRC' s and self addressed envelope for current offerings, or e-mail
arun_micro@compuserve.com

MWModels, EVERYTIIING RECCANO: 4 GREYS ROAD, RENLEY-ON-THAMES,
OXFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND, RG9 1RY, e-mail: geoff@mwmodels.telme.com
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